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Abstract
In this paper, we present a comparative study of spatial domain features for writer identification and verification with dif-

ferent ink width conditions. The existing methods give high error rates, when comparing two handwritten images with

different pen types. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to design the feature with different ink width condi-

tions. To address this problem, contour based features were extracted using a chain code method. To improve accuracy at

higher levels, we considered histograms of chain code and variance in bins of histogram of chain code as features to dis-

criminate handwriting samples. The system was trained and tested for 1,000 writers with two samples using different

writing instruments. The feature performance is tested on our newly created dataset of 4,000 samples. The experimental

results show that the histogram of chain code feature is good compared to other methods with false acceptance rate of

11.67%, false rejection rate of 36.70%, average error rates of 24.18%, and average verification accuracy of 75.89% on

our new dataset. We also studied the effect of amount of text and dataset size on verification accuracy.

Category: Human computing 
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Person identification and verification based on hand-

writing is in demand due to the great importance in crim-

inal justice for handwriting analysis. Writer identification

and verification operates in two modes: identification and

verification. A writer identification system, applicable to

forensic analysis, performs a one-to-many search in a large

database and returns a likely list of candidates. Writer

verification involves a one-to-one comparison with a deci-

sion whether or not the two samples are written by the

same person. Verification tasks are applicable to security

systems and access control systems. Choice of mode of

operation of writer identification and verification depends

on applications.

The traditional method of determining the identity of a

writer, in handwritten document, is tedious, time consum-

ing and suffers from human factors/errors. Therefore,
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efforts are made by researchers, to design automatic writer

identification and verification systems. Although much

research has been done in this area, the existing methods

do not give high accuracy under different ink width con-

ditions. The researchers (except Srihari) presented results

on IAM dataset [1], which does not include handwritten

samples with variable ink widths. The type of writing

instrument used is observed to greatly affect the hand-

writing. The writing instrument, pen pressure and pen

control determine the ink distribution in handwritten doc-

ument image. The handwriting of the same person using

different pen types may vary at large scale as shown in

Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, the two samples of the same writer,

with different pen types, look significantly different. The

distance between the feature vectors of these two samples

may be greater than the threshold of writer 129 and the

system may falsely reject two samples, written by the

same person. The other possibility is that the two hand-

writings of two different persons may be similar as shown

in Fig. 2.

In case of similar handwriting patterns of two different

people, distance between the two feature vectors of dif-

ferent writer samples may be less than the threshold of

claimed writer and the system may falsely accept as same

writer samples. Fig. 1 shows an example of false rejec-

tion and Fig. 2 shows an example of false acceptance.

Obviously, when handwriting samples with different ink

width conditions are compared, the average of false accep-

tance and false rejection error rate may be high and aver-

age verification accuracy may be low. The experimental

results shows that the average error rate is high under dif-

ferent ink width conditions (ballpoint pen vs. sketch pen)

compared to same ink width conditions.

In this paper, we addressed the problem of writer veri-

fication under different ink width conditions. In real life,

there are many applications where we encounter this

problem. Past documents have been found with handwrit-

ings using different writing instruments. The handwriting

varies under different writing conditions such as the writ-

ing by pen on paper (answer sheets, diary, lecture notes,

ransom notes), by chalk on blackboard, by marker pen on

white board/CD (teaching aids), and by lipstick on mirror

(threatening messages). In our work, we consider the pen

as the writing instrument and paper as the writing surface.

Evidence that the problem is significant and worth solv-

ing is mentioned here. In written examinations, the stu-

dent can change pens while writing on the answer sheet.

The handwriting using ink pens is different from the

handwriting using ballpoint pens. The different handwrit-

ing patterns can be found for the same writer on the same

answer sheet. Handwriting fraud cases may occur in writ-

ten examinations. In fraud cases, it is difficult to authenti-

cate the answer sheet. In addition personal authentication is

required in case of doctor medical prescriptions (in case

of death/murder/suicide), will deed, or patent conflicts. In

such cases, two available handwritten samples may be

taken and compared for authentication of a person. In

case of access control systems, false acceptance is more

dangerous than false rejection. Experimental results have

shown that the false acceptance is very low in the case of

spatial domain features for writer verification. Therefore,

in this paper, the first objective of our work is to test the

usefulness of existing spatial domain methods of writer

identification and verification under different ink width

conditions. The second objective is to design a new spa-

tial domain feature for writer verification which will

work with different ink width conditions.

Fig. 1. Samples, from one writer, using ball pen and sketch pen
(samples are from new dataset). (a) Handwriting of writer ID 129
using ball pen. (b) Handwriting of writer ID 129 using sketch pen.

Fig. 2. Different writer samples using sketch pen. (a) Handwriting
of writer ID 001 using sketch pen. (b) Handwriting of writer ID 007
using sketch pen.
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B. Related Work

Comparative study of existing methods has been pre-

sented by Kore and Apte [2]. Broadly, we can classify the

techniques of writer identification and verification as

transform domain technique and spatial domain tech-

nique. The transform domain technique extracts the fea-

ture based on texture image. However, the spatial domain

technique extracts the feature based on pixel information.

In the spatial domain technique, the probability distribu-

tion of pixel information is used as a feature for writer

identification and verification. We give below a detailed

literature review of spatial domain techniques for off-line

text-independent, writer identification and verification.

Arazi [3] presented Run-Length method for writer

identification. The histograms of number of black and

white pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions were

used as features for writer identification, capturing infor-

mation about the intra-word and inter-word spacing in

handwritten document images. The histograms have been

found to be different for same writer samples with differ-

ent writing conditions. We have observed in our experi-

ments that the run length features are not useful with

different ink width conditions.

Bulacu and his associate [4-6] presented a texture-level

and allograph-level approach using edge-based directional

probability distribution functions (PDFs) as features for

writer identification that is the most widely used feature

for writer identification and verification. The experimen-

tal results had shown that the joint PDFs of “hinged”

edge-angle combinations outperform all the other evalu-

ated features. The accuracy obtained was 89% on IAM-

650 dataset. The problem with this technique is the use of

edge detection as preprocessing step for writer identifica-

tion and verification. Ink distribution depends on the type

of pen and pen pressure as well as the style of writer.

There will be loss of some useful information after edge

detection with different ink width conditions. We have

done experimentation and observed that the accuracy is

decreased with different ink width conditions.

Every writer acts as a stochastic generator of ink-blob

shapes or graphemes. Bensefia [7] used graphemes gen-

erated by a handwriting segmentation method to encode

the individual characteristics of handwriting independent

of the text content. Grapheme clustering is used to define

a feature space common for all documents in the dataset.

Experimental results were reported on three datasets con-

taining 88 writers, 39 writers (historical documents) and

150 writers, with two samples (text blocks) per writer.

Writer identification rate around 90% was reported on the

different test datasets.

Akhter [8] has recently proposed script independent

method based on branchlet distribution features which

were extracted at the document level. The pre-processing

steps involved were binarization, counter extraction and

skeletonization. Handwriting was taken as n–branching

ink fragments, originating from a central point. PDF of this

branching structure’s orientation was used as features

which overcome allographic constraints. A promising

result of 96% was obtained on the IAM database. The

features are independent of the handwriting width and the

localization problem of branching origin is also resolved.

But the process requires 17 hours for codebook genera-

tion of 255 writers using a 2.33 GHz CPU and 3.48 GB

RAM.

Brink proposed writer identification using directional

ink trace width measurements [9]. Siddiqi and Vincent

[10] proposed an effective method based on orientation

and curvature. The proposed methodology evaluated two

different datasets, exhibiting promising results on writer

identification and verification. The authors [11] intro-

duced a set of features that were extracted from the con-

tours of handwritten image at different observation levels.

At the global level, the features considered were histo-

grams of the chain code, the first and second order differ-

ential chain codes and the histogram of the curvature

indices at each point of the contour of handwriting. At the

local level, the handwritten text was divided into a large

number of small adaptive windows and within each win-

dow the contribution of each of the eight directions (and

their differentials) was counted in the corresponding his-

tograms. The system provided an accuracy of 79% and

86% on RIMES (650 writers) and IAM (225 writers) data-

base, respectively.

Recently, Huang et al. [12] proposed differential chain

codes and grid features for writer identification and veri-

fication. The method operated at three stages. Ding et al.

[13] proposed a method based on local contour features.

The distribution of local contour was extracted from the

fragments, which were parts of the contour in sliding

windows. In order to reduce the impact of stroke weight,

the fragments which do not directly connect the center

point were ignored during feature extraction. The edge

point distributions of the fragments were counted and

normalized into local contour distribution features (LCDF).

Ram and Moghaddam [14] presented Persian writer iden-

tification using swarm-based feature selection approach.

Chaabouni et al. [15] proposed a new method for writer

identification based on multi fractal features using com-

bination of on-line and off-line approaches. The tests

were performed on the writing of 110 writers from the

ADAB (Arabic) database. Abdi and Khemakhem [16]

proposed a model based approach to off-line text inde-

pendent Arabic writer identification and verification.

The survey of the above methods has shown that the

researchers did not explicitly address the issue of the

writing instrument, which produces ink width variation in

handwritten documents. Siddiqi and Vincent [17] divided

the handwritten text into connected components and each

component was repeatedly thinned to a point where there
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was no change in the component area. The ratio of area to

number of iterations was called blob fraction and was

used as feature for handwriting classification.

Based on survey and our knowledge, we find that we

are the first to address the issue of writer verification

under different ink width conditions. Kore and Apte [18]

tested the usefulness of chain code and differential chain

code features on new character level dataset including

samples of variable ink widths.

C. Main Contributions of Our Work

The current work focuses on a comparative study of

the result of spatial domain techniques of off-line text-

independent writer verification on a large dataset, under

different ink width conditions. To the best of our knowl-

edge, we are the first in creating such a large dataset. We

designed new features based on chain code, which pro-

vides improved results compared to existing chain codes.

The main contributions are as follows.
● Tested the result of most commonly used existing

methods under different ink width conditions.
● Designed new features using chain code for writer

verification. 
● Compared performance of spatial domain features.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II explains the newly created dataset. The feature

extraction methods are presented in Section III. Writer

verification is explained in Section IV. Experimental results

and discussions are presented in Section V. Finally, we

present the conclusions and future scope in Section VI.

II. DATASET

The existing datasets (IAM-2002 [1], CEDAR-2000

[19], and IBM-2013 [20]) of off-line English handwriting

do not include ink width variations. Therefore, a new

dataset containing samples under different ink width vari-

ations was created, with Table 1 providing the comparison

of our dataset with existing off-line English handwriting

datasets.

We have created a new dataset by collecting handwrit-

ing samples from school children, undergraduate stu-

dents, working people of different age groups, gender and

places. The subjects were asked to write a given English

text of 5 to 6 lines, using ballpoint pen and sketch pen on

a piece of A4 size plain paper. The given text was differ-

ent for different professionals. The dataset includes 4

samples of each 1,000 writers. Each writer is asked to

write the two samples using a ballpoint pen and two sam-

ples using a sketch pen. The size of dataset is of 4,000

samples. The handwritten pages were scanned using pro-

fessional HP scanner with 300 dpi resolution and scanned

images are stored in computer as an 8-bit color JPG type

images.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION

This section presents the new feature using chain code

method. The most commonly used existing methods for

writer identification and verification are explained below.

A. Entropy

Entropy gives information about the average ink distri-

bution in the handwritten document image [6] and is a

statistical measure of randomness that can be used to

characterize the texture of the input image. Entropy (E) is

defined as in Eq. (1).

 (1)

Where, p contains the histogram count of intensity

image. The pen control and applied pressure in the hand-

written document is different for each individual. The

average ink distribution in the document image gives

Entropy p.* p( )log∑=

Table 1. Comparison of the new dataset with existing offline English handwriting datasets

Parameter Our dataset (2015)

Existing datasets

IBM 

(2013)

IAM 

(2002)

CEDAR

(2000)

Ink distribution for same writer samples Variable Equal Equal Equal

Text for same writer samples Different Different Different Same

No. of writers 1,000 47 657 900

Samples/writer 4 - 2 3

Total no. of samples 4,000 2,000 1,539 2,700

Resolution (dpi) 300 - 300 300

Image type JPG

8 bit, color

- PNG, 8 bit, 

grayscale

BMP
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information regarding the pen pressure of a writer and the

type of writing instrument used. Therefore, we used

entropy as a feature for writer verification.

First, the original color image is converted into gray-

scale. Then, entropy is calculated using MATLAB func-

tion. Fig. 3 shows entropy for same writer samples under

roughly equal ink distribution and unequal ink distribution.

The size of feature vector is single element. Fig. 3

demonstrates that the entropy is different for different

writer samples.

B. Run Length 

First, the grayscale image is converted into binary

image by Otsu’s thresholding. The normalized histogram

of black pixels in the horizontal direction captured the

intra-word and inter-word spacing in the handwritten

document image. The information about the roundness in

the handwriting is extracted and Run-Length was used as

a feature. The example of black runs in horizontal direc-

tion for given image is as shown in Fig. 4. The size of

feature vector is 100. 

Width of black runs decides roundness in the handwrit-

ing image.

C. Edge Hinge

The original image is a converted edge detected image

using Sobel and followed by thresholding that generates a

binary image in which only the edge pixels are activated.

Considering each edge pixel in the middle of a square

neighborhood as shown in Fig. 5, the presence of edge

fragments (4 pixels wide) is checked. The histogram of

Fig. 3. Entropy of different writer samples. Entropy of images (a) E1=2.3199 and (b) E2=2.3467.

Fig. 4. Run length feature. (a) Original image of writer ID 101
sample 3 and (b) black runs of given image in (a) in horizontal
direction.

Fig. 5. Edge-Hinge feature calculation.
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all instances of two edge fragments (at θ1 and θ2) emerg-

ing from center pixel is counted. The PDF of p (θ1, θ2)

capture slant and curvature in the handwriting is used as

feature for writer identification and verification.

D. New Feature using Histogram of Chain
Code 

After capturing the directional information of a writer

in the handwriting image, the writers are verified based

on the pixel distribution information in 8 directions. His-

tograms are calculated using chain code of connected

components in the handwritten document image. 

First, the color image is converted to a grayscale and

binarized. The contours are extracted from the negative

of binarized image. The boundary detection algorithm is

used to detect the contour. Then, each contour is repre-

sented using freeman chain code as shown in Fig. 6.

E. New Feature using Variance in Bins of
Histogram of Chain Code 

1) Motivation: The consistency in the writing style that

varies from person to person has been observed and the

natural variations or consistency in the writing is one of

the factors that can be used to discriminate the writer. The

natural variations in the writing are less for more consis-

tent writing style and they are more for less consistent

writing style as demonstrated in Fig. 7. 

From Fig. 7, writers are found to have different degrees

of writing variations and the style of writing a word (e.g.,

situation, problems) is found the same in image. The

writing is more consistent in the first image (Fig. 7(a))

and in the second image (Fig. 7(b)) the style of writing a

letter (i, l) / word (e.g., is, life) is found to be different.

The writing is less consistent in the second image. Based

on these observations, finding the variations in writing

styles was determined to be significant and variance in

bins of histogram of chain code was used as a feature for

writer verification.

2) Pre-processing: First, the original color image is

converted into grayscale and then converted into binary.

Connected components (CCD) are extracted and then

boundaries are detected for each CCD. Results of pre-

processing are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. We used MAT-

LAB 7.0.1 as a platform for coding.

3) Feature Extraction [18]: After pre-processing, we

calculated chain code as explained in Section III-D.

Algorithm 1 explains chain code calculation.

Algorithm 1 Chain code calculation

1: compute dx, dy by a circular shift on cords arrays by 1 element

2: check if boundary is close, if not cut last element 

3: check if boundary is 8-connected 

4: label boundary pixel using code shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Chain codes for 8 connected components.

Fig. 7. Different writer samples having different writing styles:
(a) handwriting image of writer 002 and (b) handwriting image of
writer 101.

Fig. 8. Pre-processing step 1: thresholding of given image. (a)
Input image and (b) binary image (size of original image is large.
Hence, a small portion of original image is cropped, zoomed and
shown in Fig. 8).
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To make the feature independent on starting point, we

calculated histogram of chain code in 8 directions. The

variance in bins of histogram is calculated and used as

feature for writer verification. The variation in pixel dis-

tribution is calculated using variance parameter. The his-

togram of chain code of each CCD captured the

information about the pixel distribution in 8 directions. To

capture the information about the variation in each CCD

in 8 directions, we calculated variance in bins of histo-

gram of chain code as a feature and is shown in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10, the first image has more consistency in writ-

ing compared to the second image. Therefore, the vari-

ance in bins of histogram of chain code is less in first

image compared to second image, allowing variance fea-

ture to discriminate the handwriting samples effectively. 

The feature is extracted from all the samples in the new

dataset. After feature extraction, the system performed

writer verification task. 

IV. WRITER VERIFICATION 

Writer verification is operated in two modes: training

mode and testing mode. From the literature review,

researchers (except Srihari in [19]) used IAM dataset,

containing only two samples of each 650 writers to evalu-

ate the system performance of their presented methods.

Out of two samples, one sample of each writer was used

Fig. 9. Pre-processing step 2: boundary detection. (a) Negative
of thresholded image shown in Fig. 8(b). (b) Boundary detection
of connected components of negative image shown in Fig. 8(a).
Boundaries are represented in red color and starting point of
boundary is represented in green color (Size of original image is
large. Hence a small portion of original image is cropped,
zoomed and shown in Fig. 9).

Fig. 10. Variance feature for different writer samples. (a) Handwriting image of writer 002, (b) handwriting image of writer 101, (c)
variance in bins of histogram of chain code of image in (a), and (d) variance in bins of histogram of chain code of image in (b).
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to train the system and one sample was used to test the

system. We thought it inappropriate and therefore used

two samples of each of the 1,000 writers to train and test

the system. We considered one sample using ballpoint

pen which gives minimum stroke width (1–2 pixel wide)

and one sample using sketch pen which gives maximum

stroke width (3–7) pixels.

A. Training Mode 

The training dataset includes two samples of each of

the 1,000 writers including one sample using ballpoint

pen and one sample using sketch pen. The city block L1

distance between the feature vector of ballpoint pen

image and sketch pen image is used as a threshold Tw for

writer w. 

(2)

fwbi is the ith element of feature vector of handwriting

sample using ballpoint pen image of writer w, fwsi is the ith

element of feature vector of handwriting sample using

sketch pen image of writer w, and L is the length of fea-

ture vector. The threshold is calculated for all the writers

in the dataset.

The calculated threshold value is stored along with fea-

ture vector for all the samples in the training dataset.

Each template stored during the training mode consists of

writer identification, feature vector, and threshold for

writer. After the training mode, the system is entered into

the testing mode. 

B. Testing Mode 

In the testing mode, the claimed writer feature vector is

compared with the feature vectors of remaining samples

in the dataset. Comparison is accomplished on a one-to-

one basis as shown in Fig. 11. The comparison results

into distances between same writer samples and distances

between different writer samples. The distance is calcu-

lated using city block L1 distance measurement,

 (3)

where U is the feature vector of unknown sample (test

sample 1), K is the feature vector of known sample (test

sample 2) and L is the length of feature vector.

The new dataset includes four samples of 1,000 writ-

ers, and therefore has 2,000 distances of same writer sam-

ples and 1,000×(999×4) = 3,996,000 distances of

different writer samples.

If the distance (Dist) between the two feature vectors is

less than the threshold (T) of claimed writer (wi) then the

system answer is ‘Yes’ (same writer samples). If the dis-

tance (Dist) between the two feature vectors is greater

than the (T) of claimed writer (wi) then the system answer

is ‘No’ (different writer samples).

The system answer may be true or false. There are two

types of errors. In case of similar handwritings of differ-

ent person, distance between two feature vectors may be

less than the threshold and system answer is Yes. This is

the false acceptance error (FAR), where the false accep-

tance is calculated by presenting all the samples in the

dataset. The performance is expressed in terms of %FAR.

(4a)

The same writer samples may be quite different with

different writing conditions. And, in such cases, the dis-

tance between the two feature vectors of same writers

may be greater than the threshold and system answer is

No. This is the false rejection error (FRR) and the false

rejection is calculated by presenting all the samples in the

dataset. The performance is expressed in terms of %FRR.

(4b)

Practically, with such few samples/writer, FAR cannot

be equal to FRR. Therefore, to represent the performance

in terms of single value, we calculated the average of

both errors and called it average error rate (AER).

(4c)

The performance is also expressed in terms of verifica-

tion accuracy. 

(4d)

The performance parameters (4a)–(4d) are calculated

for all the samples in the dataset. The experimentation

results are presented in the next section.

Tw  fwbi fwsi –
i=1

L

∑=

Du,k Uf Kf–
i=1

L

∑=

%FAR
total number of falsely accepted samples

maximum probability of false acceptance
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 100×=

%FRR
total number falsely rejected samples 100×

maximum probability of false rejection
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

%AER
FAR %( ) FRR %( )+

2
--------------------------------------------------=

%Verification Accuracy 100 AER %( )–=

Fig. 11. Verification model.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The experimental results are evaluated using computer

with i3 core processor, 2.40 GHz frequency, and 1.86 GB

RAM.

A. Performance Evaluation of the Most
Commonly used Spatial Domain Methods 

To study the effect of writing instrument on verifica-

tion accuracy, we calculated accuracy using samples of

ballpoint pen, samples of sketch pen and mixed samples

in the dataset. The experimental result is presented in

Table 2.

In Table 2, we compare two samples of same pen type

(ballpoint pen vs. sketch pen), and the verification accu-

racy obtained is high as shown in column 2. But, when

we compared one sample using ballpoint pen with another

sample using sketch pen, we obtained very low verifica-

tion accuracy as shown in column 3.

Entropy captured average ink distribution in handwrit-

ten document image, which varies at large scale for same

writer samples with different ink width conditions. There-

fore, the accuracy decreased to 60% with different ink

width conditions.

Run-Length extracted information about inter-word

and intra-word spacing in handwritten document image.

The black run in horizontal direction depends on stroke

widths in the document image, which depends on pen type

used for writing. The Run-Length feature depends on the

writing instrument and therefore we obtained low verifi-

cation accuracy which failed under different ink width

conditions.

The Edge-Hinge feature used edge detection using the

Sobel operator as a pre-processing step for writer identifi-

cation and verification. The handwriting slant was found

to be +/- 15 degrees about the vertical axis. The Sobel

operator failed to detect the pixel distribution in this range

and resulted in a loss of useful information of pixel distri-

bution and the accuracy is decreased. The Edge-Hinge

feature failed to discriminate handwritings under different

ink width conditions.

From the above experimental results, the Entropy, Run-

Length and Edge-Hinge features were concluded to have

failed to discriminate the handwritings under different ink

width conditions.

We tested histogram of chain code and variance in bins

of histogram of chain code features on the new dataset.

B. Performance Evaluation using Chain Code
Features

The experimental result using histogram of chain code

feature on our dataset is presented in Table 3.

In Table 3, the accuracy reported using histogram of

chain code feature is 75.82% on the new dataset contain-

ing variations in ink distributions for same writer and dif-

ferent writer samples. The accuracy reported in a

previous report [11] is 85% on IAM dataset, which we

verified using our dataset considering samples of only ball-

point pen and sketch pen. The accuracy obtained was

determined to be 84%.

From experimental results, the verification accuracy is

decreased by 10% due to variations in ink widths in the

handwritten image. Due to different stroke widths in two

test samples, FAR is 11.67% but FRR is very high (36.70%)

which is not acceptable. As a feature is extracted based

on outer contour of CCD in handwriting image, there is

large variation in same writer samples under different ink

Table 2. Verification accuracy of most commonly used spatial domain methods of writer verification on new dataset under same and
different stroke width conditions

Method

Verification accuracy (%)

Under same stroke widths 

(samples of ballpoint pen only/samples of sketch pen only)

Under different stroke width conditions

(samples using ballpoint pen and sketch pen)

RL 60 39.74

E 80 59.53

EH 89 20

RL: run length (black runs in horizontal direction), E: entropy, EH: edge hinge.

Table 3. Performance of histogram of chain code feature on
new dataset

Parameter
Document 

level

50% reduction in amount 

of text in document image

FAR (%) 11.67 13.42

FRR (%) 36.70 39.50

AER (%) 24.18 26.46

VA (%) 75.82 73.54

VT (s) 7.359000 7.338000

FET (s) 3847.578000 1791.609600

VA: verification accuracy, VT: verification time (second) for all

samples in the new dataset, FET: feature extraction time for all samples

in new dataset.
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width conditions. Therefore, FRR is high, and thus the

average error rate is high and average verification accu-

racy is low.

The effect of the amount of information on average

verification accuracy was studied and the experimental

result has shown that the reduction in amount of text by

50%, increased %FAR by 1.75, %FFR by 2.80, %AER

by 2.28, and decreased %verification accuracy by 2.28.

The greater the amount of information contained in the

document image, the higher the accuracy.

The experimental result using variance in bins of histo-

gram of chain code feature on the new dataset is pre-

sented in Table 4.

The style of a writer is greatly affected by the type of

pen used for writing. Cursive is easy to write using ball-

point pen but difficult using a sketch pen. The degrees of

writing variations are greater for the same writer samples

with different ink width conditions. Therefore, the FRR is

very high, which is not acceptable, and thus the average

error rate is high and average verification accuracy is low.

In Table 4, the reduction in amount of text by 50%

increased FAR by only 0.22%, FFR by 2.40% and decreased

accuracy only by 1.31% on the new dataset containing

variations in ink distributions for same writer and differ-

ent writer samples.

The performance comparison of histogram of chain

code and variance in bins of histogram of chain code is

presented in Table 5.

Referring to Table 5, the histogram of chain code fea-

ture performed well compared to the variance in bins of

histogram of chain code feature.

Accuracy obtained using histogram of chain code fea-

ture (75.82%) and variance in bins of histogram of chain

code feature (72.31%) is high compared to Entropy (60%),

Run-Length (40%) and Edge-Hinge features (20%).

To make the feature independent of ink width varia-

tions, the chain code based features are extracted from

outer contour of connected components in the handwrit-

ten image. Therefore, this method appeared to have higher

performance than the other methods with different ink

width conditions.

We also studied the effect of dataset size on verifica-

tion accuracy presented in Table 6.

Referring to Table 6, as we increased the size of the

dataset from 200 writers to 800 writers, the verification

accuracy decreased from 78.09% to 75.82% using histo-

gram of chain code feature and 76.69% to 72.31% using

variance in bins of histogram of chain code feature. The

problem with the new spatial domain feature is that the

FRR is very high which is not acceptable.

The performance comparison of all presented methods

is given in Table 7.

Referring to Table 7, the histogram of chain code out-

Table 7. Performance comparison of presented spatial domain
methods

Method
Accuracy

(%)

Testing time

(s)

Feature length

(elements)

HCC 75.82 7.359000 8

VBHCC 72.31 7.891000 8

E 59.53 0.625000 1

RL 39.74 156.000 100

EH 20 358.870000 12

HCC: histogram of chain code, VBHCC: variance in bins of histogram

of chain code, E: entropy, RL: run length (black runs in horizontal

direction), EH: edge hinge

Table 4. Performance of variance in bins of histogram of chain
code feature on new dataset

Parameter
Document 

level

50% reduction in amount 

of text in document image

FAR (%) 16.63 16.85

FRR (%) 38.75 41.15

AER (%) 27.69 29.00

VA (%) 72.31 71.00

VT (s) 7.891000 7.125000

VA: verification accuracy, VT: verification time (second) for all

samples in the new dataset.

Table 5. Performance comparison of histogram of chain code
feature and variance in bins of histogram of chain code feature
(document level)

Parameter
Histogram of 

chain code feature

Variance in bins of histogram 

of chain code feature

FAR (%) 11.67 16.63

FRR (%) 36.70 38.75

AER (%) 24.18 27.69

VA (%) 75.82 72.31

VT (s) 7.359000 7.891000

VA: verification accuracy, VT: verification time (second) for all

samples in the new dataset.

Table 6. Effect of dataset size on verification accuracy (new
dataset)

No. of 

writers

Verification accuracy (%)

Histogram of 

chain code feature

Variance in bins of histogram 

of chain code feature

200 78.09 76.69

400 76.76 74.78

600 76.01 72.23

800 76.66 73.02

1,000 75.82 72.31
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performed the other methods with different ink width

conditions. The advantage of new feature is the use of

less memory space, feature extraction time and verifica-

tion time because of small size of feature vector (only 8

elements).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FEATURE SCOPE

In this paper, we address the emerging issue of writer

verification using different ink width conditions. We evalu-

ated the performance of existing spatial domain methods

of writer identification and verification under different ink

width conditions. The experimental results show that most

commonly used features such as Entropy, Run-Length,

and Edge-Hinge are not suitable under different ink width

conditions.

To make the system independent of ink width, we

extracted contour based features using a chain code

method. To improve accuracy, we considered histograms

of chain code and variance in bins of histograms of chain

code as new features using different ink width conditions.

The writers are verified based on pixel distribution and

variation in pixel distribution in handwritten English doc-

ument images. The system was tested on our newly cre-

ated dataset of 1,000 writers contributing 4 samples from

each writer.

Experimental results have shown that the histogram of

chain code outperformed other methods such as Entropy,

Run-Length and Edge-Hinge, with a verification accu-

racy of 75.82% on the new dataset. The verification time

is 7.359000 seconds for all samples in the dataset using

MATLAB 7.0.1 on an i3 core processor with 2.64 GHz

clock and 1.86 GB RAM. The feature vector length is

only 8 elements. The FRR was observed to be very high

at 36.70%—which is not acceptable.

Based on the experimental results, we conclude that

the spatial domain features for writer identification and

verification provided low FAR but FRR is high under dif-

ferent ink width conditions.

To improve accuracy further, we propose multiple fea-

ture combinations using spatial domain techniques for

writer identification and verification. The transform domain

based features for writer identification and verification

were also studied using different ink width conditions.

The performance of spatial domain and transform domain

techniques can also be compared to select the best fea-

ture(s) for writer identification and verification with dif-

ferent ink width conditions.
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